CAMPUS LIFE
Learn more about the activities, resources and services available to UCR students.

Garden Walk
Lilies, roses, tropical fruit, cacti, indigenous and non-native plants from around the world cover the 41-acre portion of the campus. UCR spot within or enjoy a quiet moment by the pond in the gardens, which are open most days from 6am–7pm. Go to gardens.ucr.edu for information on touring the gardens.

UCR PIPE BAND
UCR students play the pipe band at events across campus and around the country, offering live music for special occasions, sporting events, and concerts. They play a variety of traditional and contemporary music, including traditional Scottish and Irish tunes, as well as modern and contemporary music.

Get Involved
UCR students are engaged in community service, leadership, and professional development activities. Whether you want to join a club, participate in a volunteer opportunity, or get involved in the community, UCR offers a wide range of opportunities to get involved.

Highlander Pride
UCR students exhibit their pride through various organizations and activities. Whether you want to join a student organization, attend a sporting event, or participate in a community service activity, UCR offers a variety of opportunities to get involved.

Downtown Riverside
Even if you don’t have a car, it’s easy to get downtown from the UCR campus. UCR students can use the Riverside Transit Authority (RTA) for FREE with their RTA Trans Pass!

Southern California
Bring your towel and sunscreen to enjoy the sun and sand, or bundle up with a hot chocolate and watch the snow fall at the nearby seasonal events. Whether you want to stay active or relax, you can enjoy all that Southern California has to offer.

IN THE HEART OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
UCR students take full advantage of the university’s prime location, less than 10 minutes from historic Downtown Riverside and freeway-close to the region’s best offerings.
EXPLORE UC RIVERSIDE
One of the 10 campuses of the prestigious University of California, UCR is among internationally ranked departments, award-winning faculty and groundbreaking research. The campus traces its history back to the Citrus Experiment Station established in 1907 and first opened for classes in 1954.

We welcome you to get to know UCR better with our Self-Guided Tour. Many of the resources, collections, exhibits and classroom spaces listed on this tour are only accessible to enrolled students or via a guided Campus Tour. To get a closer look at UCR, schedule a tour with our Campus Tours office or take a virtual tour at visit.ucr.edu.

EXPLORE UC RIVERSIDE

CHANCELLOR
WHERE STUDENTS CAN CONNECT WITH UNDERGRADUATE ACADEMICS, THE HIGHLANDER ONE-STOP SHOP, AND THE HIGHLANDER RESEARCH CENTER.

CAMPUS TOURS OFFICE
Home to the Campus Tours office, also known as the Richard D. Long, Senior Center for Undergraduate Advising, Financial Aid, Registrar and Student Business Services.
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